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Policy Statement 

The Summer Village of Ross Haven would like to formalize a policy for the storage of 

privately owned boat lifts, pier sections and pier stands on municipal parkways during the 

period September 1st to May 31st.   

 

Reason for Policy 

The Summer Village of Ross Haven has deemed it necessary to remove the boat lifts, pier 

sections and stands to provide access for park maintenance and access to the water 

through the parkway. All residents in the Village should have free and unencumbered 

access to the parks and parkways. The Summer Village of Ross Haven will allow for 

storage of privately owned boat lifts, pier sections and stands on the public parks and 

parkways during the period of September 1 to May 31 of each year. ONLY the boat lifts 

that are part of the shared pier sections may be stored within that particular parkway.  

Council, at its sole discretion may approve the storage of boat lifts, pier sections and 

stands from property owners that directly abut the parkways. 

 

Related Information  

Storage of these items must be to the side of the park or parkway, as to not to interfere 

with public access to the lake, however no closer to private property than three (3) feet, 

including any overhang.  

 

Responsibilities 

It will be the responsibility of the Maintenance Supervisor to remove all privately-owned 

boat lifts remaining on the parks or parkways between June 1 and September 1 of each 

year. 

 

Disposition of Seized Equipment 

Seized equipment will be removed and stored at a municipal location for a maximum of 

30 days. 

To reclaim seized equipment within 30 days, a removal fee of $100.00 is payable to the 

Village  

After 30 days, the seized equipment will be sold or destroyed, at the discretion of the 

Summer Village of Ross Haven. 


